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Abstract
In this paper we propose a distributed algorithm for the survey of unknown area, with help of a group of mobile
robots. We also describe the architecture of an application developed to test the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.
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Introduction
The problem of finding and deactivating mines in a minefield, search and evacuation of injured men from the disaster area, conducting antiterrorist operations (the list goes on) resolve itself to the study area. It is reasonable to use robotic systems for solve these problems, because the
solving can be hazardous job. If the size of the study area is large, it is necessary to use a group of interaction robots.
In this paper propose a distributed algorithm for a group of mobile robots to explore an unknown area with some obstacles.
Purpose of this researching is development algorithm for a group of mobile robots to explore an unknown area.

Problem Definition
There are boundary area S and group, consists from N mobile robots. In the area there are K arbitrary shape obstacles. R = {r1, r2, r3,…, rN} is a
set of mobile robots, P={p1,p2,p3,….,pK} is a set of obstacles.
Let x ri , y ri denote coordinates of i-th robot center. In case of moving robot, its position is a time function: x ri , y ri = f ri t Every robot have own
boundary visibility scope Vi. Assume visibility scope have the form of circle of radius Rv. Center of this circle same as center of mobile robot. For
i-th mobile robot visibility scope follows the formula:
scope follows the formula:
Vi={( x , y ) ∈ S:( x − x ri 2 + y − y ri 2 < Rv x ri , y ri ∈ SVisibility scope is a time function:V i = f iV t Understandably, that: V =V1 ∪V2 ∪V3
∪........VN ⊆ S
However, there is area D: D = {(x, y) ∈ S \V}
And D ≠∅
D is the “blind” area. Nothing “see” this area. “Blind” area of group is a result of crossing of robot “blind” areas:
D = D1∩D2 ∩D3 ∩...∩DN
Position of “blind” area is time function:
D = f D(t)
And:
D = f D(t) = S\ (f V1 (t) ∪ f V2 (t) ∪ f V3 (t) ∪..... ∪ f VN (t))
In fact, position and size of “blind” area are the function of robot moving.
Let D’ denote area, which is “blind” area for long period of time:
D’ = {(x,y) ∈ f D (t) |t = t0,t1}
t0 and t1– are some points in time.
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Need search the function f ri t such that D’= ∅. It is necessary to take into account the following circumstances.
Number of robots maybe various.
The possibility of breakage of certain robots. Break robot can’t move and “see” nothing, so: Vj = ∅.
Some object (name it a “bonus”) may be located in the area S. This object should be founded by robots. Let (xB,yB) denote coordinates of
“bonus”.
Nature of “bonus” depends up the problem solving by robots. If robots searching and deactivating mines, then “bonus” can be mine. If robots
searching injured men, then “bonus” can be injured man, and so on.
Moving of certain robot must be requirements.
Possibility of work in unknown environment.
Independence from other robots. Robot don’t “know” about other robots.
Collision avoidance with obstacles (if any).
Collision avoidance with other robots (if any).
Finding of “bonus” (if any).
i-th robot found “bonus”, if this”bonus” located in robot visibility scope. In other words, robot found “bonus”, if condition is true.

x B − x ri 2 + y B − y ri 2 < Rv Formulate main requirements to the algorithm.
1. Applicability for various numbers of robots.
2. Possibility work in unknown environment.
3. Possibility finding “bonus” in the area S.
4. Interchangeability robots. All robots must have similar logic of work:
f r1(t) ~ f r2(t) ~ f r3(t) ~ ……..~ f rN(t)

Existing approaches to solving the problem
Area S decomposed into several small zones in most cover algorithms. But the decomposition into zones is carried out in different ways.
In the paper [1] use Lloyd algorithm. This algorithm bases on the construction and improvement of Voronoi diagram [2]. This algorithm
can’t use for unknown area.
In the paper [3], the rectangular net is applied over the whole area. The area is represented as a two-dimensional array of zones. We will use
this method.

Decompose area
Decompose area S into L rectangular zones. Let s = {s1, s2, s3,……….. sL} denote set of zones.
Number of zones depends up zone size and area size.
Zone size is chosen based on the ability certain robot, area size, the required accuracy of the mapping (if there is such task).
If the zone size exceeds visibility scope size of certain robot, the robot can’t “see” whole zone. Let z ix × z yi denote size of i-th zone. It must

satisfy the condition: z ix < R V ∧ z yi < R V ∀ i = 1, L Small zone size leads to the drawing of a more accurate map of the study area, but increases
the total number of zones.Introduce for each zone validation counters ci. This number indicates how many times this zone was validated by

some robot. Robot validated zone, if it could come to center of this zone. Thus zone validation counter is incremented. Let x zi , y zi denote
coordinates of i-th zone center.

If robot can’t come to zone center, because it interferes with the obstacle (and can’t go around an obstacle without going beyond the limits of
the zone), consider this zone is “occupied” zone as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Correspondence size zone and radius of visibility scope.

Robot movement
Every time, the robot strives to reach the center of the next target zone. The direction of the robot movement is calculated by following
formula:

r i t = x iz t − x i t ; y iz t − y i t Where: ri(t) – movement vector of i-th robot at a time t;
(xi(t);yi(t)) – Coordinates of i-th robot at a time t;

x iz t ; y iz t – Coordinates of new target zone center for the i-th robot at a time t.
When the robot came to zone center, it increment validation counter of this zone and choose new target zone;
Choosing of target zone is carried out either by the robot, based on available information about area (in the case of a decentralized
architecture) or the control center (in the case of a centralized architecture). In the second case, robot report fact of zone validation to control
center and request new target zone.
As a new target zone choose zone, adjacent to current zone of the robot, having the smallest number of validations.

Program implementation of the algorithm
For test proposed algorithm we developed special program in C++ Builder as shown in Figure 2. This program show surveying unknown area
by group of robots. Below are the main features offered by the program.
Set obstacles, having various form.
Set “bonus” in the various point of the area.
Simulate a break of the robot.
Simulate a fix of the broken robot. This fixed robot return to the group of robots.
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Figure 2: General scheme of the proposed algorithm.
Describe every class from the UML diagram as shown in Figure 3.

T MainForm – class of dialog window. It interact with user and receive commands from one.
Agent – class of mobile robot. For every robots stored following information: current position (“X” and “Y” members), coordinates of the
target zone center (“TargetX” and “TargetY” members), the flag of robot failure (“IsBroken” member) and the flag of founded “bonus”
(“FindBonus” member). At each step called method Step(). It implement the algorithm, shown in the picture 2. Draw() method draw robot on
the window TMainForm. Break() method simulate robot failure. Fix() method simulate fixe of the broken robot.
swarm –class-container for robots _Agent. _swarm class store number of robots (Count Agents member) and the array of robots. _swarm
class methods call correspond _Agent class methods. Break Random Agent () method random choose the robot and call Break () method of it.
Fix Agent () method find first broken robot and fix it. Step () method sequential call Step () method of every robot.
Zone – structure, storing information about certain zone. It stores following information: center zone coordinates (“cX” and “cY” members),
flag of occupied zone (“is Occupy” member); and zone validation counter (“CpoountVisits” member).
Area – class-container for the set of zones s. It store: number of zone (“Count Zones” member) and array of zones. Check Zone () validate
zone and increment validation counter of this zone. Set Occupy Zone () method set flag “is Occupy” of the zone. Get Target Zone () method
choose new target zone for the robot.
The program affirmed the applicability of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 3: UML diagram of the application classes.

Conclusion
Developed algorithm of distributed survey unknown area by mobile robots group.
Developed program affirmed the applicability of the proposed algorithm.
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